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About Me

• Air Force

• Infowarcon

• Many suits

• Finance

• Government

• Policy 

• Thinking and writing

– Risk and conflict
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What Many Thought 

• Radically decentralize and disintermediate 
information and control

• Boost to economy, society, and humanity

• Preferentially boosts freedom and 
democracies

• Information wants to be free and routes 
around censorship

• Yes, there is a dark side, but they are fixable 
and we will fix them
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“Few if any contemporary computer security 
controls have prevented a [red team] from 
easily accessing any information sought.” 

Lt Col Roger Schell (USAF)

Roger Schell, “Computer Security: the Achilles’ heel of the electronic Air Force?” http://insct.syr.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2015/05/Schell_Achilles_Heel.pdf



Biggest Losers

• Countless “wake up calls”

– Cuckoo’s Egg, Morris Worm, 

– Eligible Receiver 97, Solar Sunrise, Moonlight Maze

– Stuxnet, Buckshot Yankee, OPM

– WannaCry, NotPetya…
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Biggest Losers

• Countless “wake up calls”
– Cuckoo’s Egg, Morris Worm, 

– Eligible Receiver 97, Solar Sunrise, Moonlight Maze

– Stuxnet, Buckshot Yankee, OPM

– WannaCry, NotPetya…

• Plenty “enough is enough”
– Cyber Sputnik moment

– Cyber Manhattan Project

– Cyber Moonshot

– “Defensible Cyberspace”

– SIPA-Atlantic Council: Cyber Recommendations Project
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Important Defensive Innovations of the Past 50 Years
New York Cyber Task Force
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What reasons are there to think we can 
achieve any of this to stop our decades-long 

losing streak?

Even if we can, what else do we break?



Good Solutions Abound But…

• Most add significantly to complexity

• Most only deal narrowly with cyber

• Most make some other problem worse

– Platforms

– Liability

– Sovereign action
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Good Solutions Abound But…
Complexity

• In a complex and interconnected system you 
can never do just one thing…

• Adding more complexity to cyber defenses 
likely only postpones a larger crash later
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Dan Geer, Jr., A Rubicon, Hoover Working Group on National Security, Technology, and Law, Aegis Series Paper No. 1801, 5 February 2018, < 
https://www.hoover.org/sites/default/files/research/docs/geer_webreadypdfupdated2.pdf>.

“… complexity hides interdependence(s), ergo 
complexity is the enemy of security”

Dan Geer

https://www.hoover.org/sites/default/files/research/docs/geer_webreadypdfupdated2.pdf
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Dan Geer, Jr., A Rubicon, Hoover Working Group on National Security, Technology, and Law, Aegis Series Paper No. 1801, 5 February 2018, < 
https://www.hoover.org/sites/default/files/research/docs/geer_webreadypdfupdated2.pdf>.
Pasquale Cirillo and Nassim Nicholas Taleb, “What are the Chances of a Third World War?” Real World Risk Institute Working Paper Series, accessed 
January 23, 2018, http://www.fooledbyrandomness.com /significance.pdf.

“For fat-tailed variables, the mean is almost 
entirely determined by extremes. ‘If you are 

uncertain about the tails, then you are 
uncertain about the mean.’”

Dan Geer

https://www.hoover.org/sites/default/files/research/docs/geer_webreadypdfupdated2.pdf
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Dan Geer, Jr., A Rubicon, Hoover Working Group on National Security, Technology, and Law, Aegis Series Paper No. 1801, 5 February 2018, < 
https://www.hoover.org/sites/default/files/research/docs/geer_webreadypdfupdated2.pdf>.

“The heavy tails that accompany complexity 
mean that while most days will be better and 

better, some days will be worse than ever 
before seen … complexity accumulates and 
unacknowledged correlated risks become 

embedded”
Dan Geer

https://www.hoover.org/sites/default/files/research/docs/geer_webreadypdfupdated2.pdf


Good Solutions Abound But…
Cyber Only 

• Even if we solve cybersecurity somehow…

• What about 

– Loss of privacy

– Spread of false information

– Balkanization 

– …
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Spread of False Information 

• Gresham’s Law

– Bad money drives out good
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Spread of False Information 

• Gresham’s Law

– Bad money drives out good
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Gresham’s Law of Information: 
Bad information drives out good.



Spread of False Information 

• Gresham’s Law

– Bad money drives out good
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Gresham’s Law of Information: 
Bad information drives out good.

Gresham’s Law of the Internet: Bad 
information drives out good, fast and with 

malice, you jerk



Balkanization

• Not just traditional explanation of “splitting”

– “Fifteen years after its first manifestation as a 
global, unifying network, it has entered its second 
phase: it appears to be balkanising, torn apart...”
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https://www.economist.com/briefing/2010/09/02/a-virtual-counter-revolution



Balkanization

• Not just traditional explanation of “splitting”

– “Fifteen years after its first manifestation as a 
global, unifying network, it has entered its second 
phase: it appears to be balkanising, torn apart...”

• But additionally:
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https://www.economist.com/briefing/2010/09/02/a-virtual-counter-revolution

Internet adversaries of all kinds are 
increasingly locked into the endless 
fighting in remembrance of ancient 

grievances



Good Solutions Abound But…
Tradeoffs Make Other Problems Worse

• Free flow of information

• Too free a flow of
information

• False information

• Trolling

• Privacy

• Free speech

• Convenience

• Computer and network 
security

• LE and national security

• Network neutrality

• Borders and sovereignty

• Inequality

• Innovation

• Investment
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Solving for one induces predictable and unpredictable knock-on effects…
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“Whenever I run into a problem I can’t 
solve, I always make it bigger. I can never 
solve it by trying to make it smaller, but if 
I make it big enough I can begin to see the 

outlines of a solution.” 
Dwight D. Eisenhower



How to think about making the 

problem bigger? 
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Future Shock
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“Future shock is the 
dizzying disorientation 

brought on by the 
premature arrival of the 

future.” 
Alvin Toffler

1970



Future Shock
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The 800th Lifetime…



Future Shock
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The 800th Lifetime…

• Out of caves 150 lives ago
• Only speak between generations 70 lives ago
• Only four to six with electric motors
• Most material goods only within last two or three



Future Shock
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“The rate of change increases at an 
accelerating speed, without a 

corresponding acceleration in the rate 
at which responses can be made; and 

this brings us nearer the threshold 
beyond which control is lost.”

Toffler, quoting Sir Geoffry Vickers, p396.



Future Shock
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Toffler, quoting Sir Geoffry Vickers, p396.



Decelerate
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“Capture control of the decelerative 
thrust.”

Toffler, quoting Sir Geoffry Vickers, p396.



Decelerate:
“Capture Control of the Accelerative Thrust”

• Education PreK-12

• Toffler’s ideas…

• Winn’s work…
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Decelerate:
“Capture Control of the Accelerative Thrust”

• Give defense the advantage over attackers at 
greatest scale and least cost

• Cybersecurity solutions with (mostly) positive knock-
on effects

• Radical transparency to engage market forces

• Environmental model

– Don’t pass the trash

– Cap-and-trade, “polluter pays”

• Aim for stability, not overmatch and deterrence
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Decelerate:
“Capture Control of the Accelerative Thrust”

• Full public policy panoply

– Carrots, sticks, and sermons

• “Regulation” of technology

– Software liability

– GDPR 

– New models to monetize innovation 
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THANK YOU
@Jason_Healey
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